Detailed battery models are required for accurate Electric Power System (EPS) simulations of satellites in various LEO, MEO, and GEO missions. Older and outdated models had used various power margins to over-estimate the size and weight of the satellite EPS for a given mission. Today's models incorporate the use of databases of battery test data from various testing facilities to much better and more accurately predict past, current, and future mission battery behavior. This paper describes various battery types, cell types, a database of data that have been collected and analyzed, and overviews the detailed models that have been developed for applications from that data. The battery models include Nickel Hydrogen, Lithium Ion, and Nickel Cadmium battery cells. Independent variables for these models include capacity, number of cells, charging and discharging, charge and discharge rates, temperature, and battery cell age. Model options also include cell dropouts vs. time, and variable sensitivity analyses. These models have been benchmarked to their corresponding data, and have been implemented into various simulation studies for various missions, such as for the Hubble Space Telescope battery depletion problem. The use of these models provides much more accurate simulations of EPS behavior, battery degradation, and lifetime estimates that are needed in the Aerospace Industry today.
I.
Introduction and Background he modeling of battery behavior during both discharging and charging is a major key in the simulation of electrical power system (EPS) behavior as used in space satellite missions today. Simulations of the operation of the EPS is extremely important in sizing the sizes and capabilities of the solar arrays and the batteries to accomplish the mission objectives. Usually these mission objectives require providing a specific maximum load power profile at both the beginning-of-life (BOL) and the end-of-life (EOL) of the mission. Detailed EPS studies are then required at both BOL and EOL to assure that the solar arrays and the batteries as designed will accomplish these mission objectives. In the past, "engineering margins" have been used to oversize both the solar arrays and the batteries, to insure that the EOL mission objectives will be met. Today, however, there is increased interest in predicting exactly how the EPS will operate from BOL all of the way through EOL, and even beyond the expected end of the mission. In fact, many satellites and space platforms today are operating well beyond their planned EOL mission characteristics, such as the Hubble Space Telescope. [1] [2] [3] As more and more battery data is becoming available from both ground testing programs and actual satellite missions, it is now possible to create more advanced battery models that can reproduce this collected data and predict battery operation for other battery conditions. It is even possible to extend these models to other batteries of similar types to predict their behavior.
It therefore necessary that detailed battery models be created that can reproduce the collected battery data, be validated against any known battery data, and be extended to other operational conditions. As the battery data is collected as a series of data points at specific battery conditions, these models need trending information that can then be used a curve fits to span the data and to interpolate between these given data.
This paper discusses some of the typical battery models developed at Lockheed Martin for use in battery simulation and EPS transient behavior EPS studies. These battery models have been used to compare against known data and also to predict battery behavior in various other conditions for several on-going programs. This paper presents an overview of the basis of these models and the factors considered that affect battery behavior, and presents some generic results that show the affect of these factors on the battery voltage. Table 1 lists the various types of batteries that have been modeled in these studies. Detailed models of these batteries are being developed for use in EPS simulation studies, including the Power Tools Suite (PTS) code developed at Lockheed Martin. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The PTS code uses detailed models of all of the individual EPS components, including various battery models, to simulate and calculate detailed transient, timedependent EPS data values and behavior. Accurate battery models are thus required for accurate EPS simulations and results. Such detailed battery models are being developed for geosynchronous (GEO), medium Earth orbit (MEO), and low Earth orbit (LEO) mission analyses.
II. Factors Affecting Battery Voltage
Various books and papers have been written that describe detailed battery behavior for various types of batteries under various operating conditions. For the purposes of this paper, the studies of the Nickel-Cadmium batteries by Paul Bauer for NASA will be used as a main reference. 10 Several factors can affect the voltage of a battery during its operational mission life. The factors considered in this paper are listed in Table 2 . 
III. Limiting Conditions Affecting Battery Voltage
In addition to these factors, operational set points and limiting conditions also affect the operation of the battery. A list of these typical limiting conditions is given in Table 3 . 
IV. Typical Battery Model Types and Data Trends
The typical battery model types used for battery modeling in digital computer programs are listed in Table 4 . As in the Ni-Cd batteries in ref. 1, these models can be envisioned as having the battery voltage plotted against the DOD (or SOD). The most simplistic model would be a one straight line model, where the battery voltage would just decrease with increasing DOD. To account for the rapid fall of voltage between a full battery and, say at 10% DOD, and a rapidly decreasing loss of voltage above a given critical DOD threshold, say at 90% DOD, a Piecewise Linear model can be used -composed of continuous straight lines. Data tables are also used in some instances, with linear or cubic spine interpolation for conditions between the given data points. The most general, and preferred model, is that composed of general curve fits which not only fit any given data for the varying DOD, but also for all of the other variables, or factors, which can be modeled to affect the battery voltage. Such models must then provide smooth and continuous curves to simulate the behavior of the battery voltage, and also must validate the given data. These typical battery model types are all illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 . Battery data trending information is then needed to model the effects of all of the battery variables (factors) on the battery voltage. Typical battery data trending information that is used in these battery models is listed in Table  5 . The effect of the temperature on the available battery capacity is interesting, as measurements indicate that the measured available capacity first rises and then falls as the temperature of the battery increases, as illustrated in Fig.  3 . The effect of the battery age on the available battery capacity is of extreme importance when calculating EPS performance for EOL. Typical results of how capacity decreases with increasing age are shown below.
Typical battery models for use in EPS calculations then incorporate all of these trends to produce results that are smooth, continuous, and consistent for all the factors considered, in their respective n-dimensional space.
V. Typical Results
Typical results are presented for such detailed battery models for all of the factors considered above. The figures below show the effects of varying one of the factors on the battery voltage, while keeping all of the other factors constant: the effects of DOD during both charging and discharging are shown in Fig. 4 ; the effects of the Fig. 5 ; the effects of the charging current are shown in Fig. 6 ; the effects of increasing temperature are shown in Fig. 7 ; the effects of age are shown in Fig. 8 ; and, the effects of cell drop outs are shown in Fig. 9 . These figures show the trending information for the voltage that is expected as these factors vary, while any of the other factors are held at a constant value.
VI. Summary and Conclusions
Detailed battery models are required for the accurate prediction of EPS behavior during BOL, during mission, EOL, and even after EOL time periods. The Lockheed Martin Power Tools Suite (PTS) code is being used to simulate accurate EPS time-dependent behavior by using very detailed EPS component models. Detailed battery models have constructed for various battery types that can model battery behavior and validate available battery test and mission data. These models provide accurate, continuous, and consistent battery voltage results as a number of factors that affect battery voltage are varied. The use of these models as stand-alone modeling efforts and within the large simulations, such as with the PTS code, enable the validation, replication, and prediction of EPS behavior for a variety of satellite and space platform missions.
